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Time for you.
Time to level up.

You've built a profitable business, you've worked incredibly hard to
get there. You've been piecing your growth together, implementing
what feels important and you've come so far.
What you have right now finally works.
But you're chained to your desk.
You're stressed.
You've forgotten why you do what you do.
You feel tired.
The next level is in reach, but why push to build your business further
when you know you'll feel more stressed and have less time.
This is where most businesses get stuck.
You're a bottleneck. What got you here, won't get you there and there
are two things you need right now.
1. You need time out so you can take a break and reassess what you
want from your business.
2. You need time to refocus and to build strategy.
From there you can transform your business and reach the next level
of success.
The Next Level is about giving yourself choices for the future,
becoming a leader and removing yourself from your business.
It's time to level up.
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One
Exclusive
Retreat

The 6 Figure
Bookkeeper

Spend three days with us and a
small group of bookkeepers
and accountants at a beautiful
hotel in Wales.
Take time out of your business,
learn how to implement our six
elements, and get the strategy
and support you need with
building a Next Level business
which gives you choices for the
future.
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Six Elements
Over our three days together, you'll learn the strategy behind
our six elements. You'll decide how to implement them into
your business and receive training, templates and toolkits
which will be yours to work on as you take your business to
the Next Level.

Fundamentals
Philosophy

Business Plan

Understand yourself.

Decide on your future.
Business will no longer be run by your
diary, it's time to take control and this
only happens when you have a business
plan to determine what happens next.
Deep dive into a business plan which will
evolve over the lifespan of your
business.

Your personal values are deeply
connected to your goals in business, and
we'll explore your vision, mission, ethos
and who you need to be to achieve the
results you're working for.
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Brand
Personal brand

Brand assets

Be known.

Level up.

Your business will be noticed when you

No more sporadic posting. Build a

get noticed. We'll work with you to

marketing strategy which makes your

create assets which demonstrate your

business stand out in the industry. Have

expertise and have the ability to

clarity on your business brand,

substantially raise your personal profile.

methodologies, and create content
which sells.

Growth
Systems

Leadership

Stop being a bottleneck.

Lead your team.

You've systemised your bookkeeping,

Leaders need a team. Understand what

now systemise your business. Develop

you need from yours, find, recruit and

systems which mean your business can

onboard the right people to build the

run without you and reclaim your time.

right culture for you and your clients.
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What you get
Join the ranks of elite bookkeepers and accountants who are ready to
lead their businesses to the Next Level.
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30+

Days

Elements

Resources

Spend three days with us

The six critical elements

A toolkit which will help

at an exclusive retreat in

to reach the Next Level in

you take your business to

South Wales

business

the Next Level

Your investment
Your package includes:
Training with Jo and Zoe, handouts and resources, lunch and
refreshments at Glen Yr Afon House Hotel in Usk, Monmoutshire.

Stay with us
Three nights' single-occupancy
accommodation, breakfast and dinner

£1500+VAT

Day ticket
Flexibility to make your own
accommodation arrangements

£1200+VAT

Payment due at time of booking.
Payment plans available.
The 6 Figure
Bookkeeper
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Outcomes
We know how much defined outcomes matter at this level. You'll choose what your
business needs to take it to the Next Level. Here's everything we include in our
toolkit and which we'll support you in creating for your business during the retreat.

Element

Outcomes

Philosphy

Vision
Mission statement
Personal values statement

Business Plan

90 day plan
12 month business plan
3 year business plan
Cash flow forecast
Budget

Personal Brand

One sheet
Ebook
Awards entries
Press releases
Branding photography strategy
Personal content plan

Brand Assets

Ideal Client Avatar
Brand guidelines
Business methodologies
Marketing strategy
Marketing content templates
Posting schedule
White paper
Webinar
Sales brochure

Systems

Workflow templates
Process document templates

Leadership

Culture statement
Organisation structure chart
Tactical growth plan
Job descriptions templates
Person specifications templates
Onboarding process
Staff handbook framework
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FAQs
Where is the Next Level
Retreat?

Can you cater for my dietary
requirements?

The retreat will be held at a beautiful 4*
hotel in Monmouthshire.

We can cater for dietary requirements,
please speak to us about this ahead of
the retreat.

What's the date of the Next
Level Retreat?

Can you cater for my
accessibility requirements?

The Retreat runs on 25th, 26th and 27th
October 2022. We start at 2pm on 25th
October and finish at 4pm on 27th
October.

We'll do everything we can to support
you with any requirements, please
speak to us before booking.

Can I join virtually?

What will happen at the
event?

No. Taking time out of your business is
essential at this level and you'll benefit
from 100% focus on the teachings and
the opportunity to network.

There will be a combination of training
sessions, time to work on your business
and networking with your peers. There
will also be time to relax.

Will I have my own room?

Is this going to be a huge time
commitment?

Yes. If you're staying at the venue you'll
have a single-occupancy room with
ensuite.

Do I need to pay extra for
food?
All attendees will be provided with
lunch and teas and coffees throughout
the day. If you're staying with us, you'll
also receive breakfast and a four course
a la carte dinner in the restaurant. There
are many restaurants locally as well if
you want to get out of the hotel.
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If you're asking this, you need Next
Level right now. Yes, there's work to do,
a lot of which you'll get started at the
retreat, with plenty to take away with
you to implement in the future.

Can I stay somewhere else?
We're aware that you might be local or
might want to use this as an opportunity
to get away for a few days with your
whole family and there is plenty of
accommodation near to Usk. If you'd
like to just attend for the daytime
sessions, there is a day ticket option
available.
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Book Now
Stay with us bit.ly/nextlevelstay
Day tickets bit.ly/nextlevelday

